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up.up. If it is 99 9/lOs empty space , well, why on earth should it hold

him up . (Well, there's no contradiction. You haven't presented a contradiction

you have only presented something that we don't understand? xifx Nork, do I

understand how the Virgin tta Birth was accomplished? You have not presented

me two things which m cannot be simultaneously compatible) I'll say this

--that I don't understand how there tax can be any such thing as free will.

n-ed.e-- I don't understand how there can be, but everything that is zin life

copy- -4e-4e is a copy or result of some in other cause. I m could say

as so many determinists do that everything is just the result of circumstances

and I don't have any such thing as free will. But yet I am convinced that I

have free will. (On a scriptural basis) Well, on two bases, the basis

of the feeling w that we have is so strong that we cannotxiii but believe that

it is true, and also £ on the scriptural basis. The scriptural basis is a strong

argument. (That's the only arguement that I would give any validity to because

I have strong feelings about tka things, and I don't agree they are true now).

I think thatxtktc is the arguement that we ehould give validity to, but I think

that all people do have these feelings. Even the strong determinists , who is

completely convinced in determinism, stops and considers whether he wants to do

this or that , goes through a process. you say why look to see if there is a

car stopping at the corner because it's all determined whether you are going

to 1x drive in front of it it, wñ,vo* well, you can't help yourself, you'll

still stop. He has a conviction that contradicts his reasonable conclusion.

(Well, is it not more reasonable then to take this situation and say. Since my

reason asmittedly is limited, but since my reason will not show me or relieve

me of this contradiction that it comes to mind about free will EAR and f pre

destination, is it not the wisest thing to do to leave it as something that

well, we just don't understand and it can be that I do not know how to interpret

what is meant by predestination. It can be that I don't know how to interpret
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